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                                          eBooks at the Avatar Meher Baba Trust Web Site  

The Avatar Meher Baba Trust's eBooks aspire to be textually exact though non-facsimile reproductions of 

published books, journals and articles. With the consent of the copyright holders, these online editions are 

being made available through the Avatar Meher Baba Trust's web site, for the research needs of Meher Baba's 

lovers and the general public around the world.  

Again, the eBooks reproduce the text, though not the exact visual likeness, of the original publications. They 

have been created through a process of scanning the original pages, running these scans through optical 

character recognition (OCR) software, reflowing the new text, and proofreading it. Except in rare cases where 

we specify otherwise, the texts that you will find here correspond, page for page, with those of the original 

publications: in other words, page citations reliably correspond to those of the source books. But in other 

respects-such as lineation and font-the page designs differ. Our purpose is to provide digital texts that are 

more readily downloadable and searchable than photo facsimile images of the originals would have been. 

Moreover, they are often much more readable, especially in the case of older books, whose discoloration and 

deteriorated condition often makes them partly illegible. Since all this work of scanning and reflowing and 

proofreading has been accomplished by a team of volunteers, it is always possible that errors have crept into 

these online editions. If you find any of these, please let us know, by emailing us at frank@ambppct.org.  

The aim of the Trust's online library is to reproduce the original texts faithfully. In certain cases, however-

and this applies especially to some of the older books that were never republished in updated versions-we 

have corrected certain small errors of a typographic order. When this has been done, all of these corrections 

are listed in the "Register of Editorial Alterations" that appears at the end of the digital book. If you want the 

original text in its exact original form, warts and all, you can reconstruct this with the aid of the "register."  

The Trust's Online Library remains very much a work in progress. With your help and input, it will increase 

in scope and improve in elegance and accuracy as the years go by. In the meantime, we hope it will serve the 

needs of those seeking to deepen and broaden their own familiarity with Avatar Meher Baba's life and 

message and to disseminate this good news throughout the world.  
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